
Our Dear Student, 

As you are aware of the declared situation in connection with the protection against the coronavirus our Faculty 
continue the education with distance education, form of online education using the TEAMS programme, as the 
programme of the online interface. 

To avoid confusion, I would like to draw your attention to the valid regulations written in the Code of Studies 
and Examination (CSE) such as rules of course registration and examination grade recording, taking courses, 
applying for examinations and evaluating them still based on the Neptun System. 

Based on the Section 4, Article 8 § of the Code of Studies and Examination (CSE) of the University of Pécs, Faculty 
of Health Sciences lecturers may restrict the participation in classroom lectures and practices. For the 
effectiveness of the distance learning system and according to the rule above primarily those students can 
participate on lectures of theory and practices who has accomplished the pre-requisite requirements of the subjects 
– within taking the paralel subjects for registering for the subjects - according to the student’s prescribed curriculum, 
and after fulfillment of the pre-requisite requirements they have been taking the subjects in the Neptun system. 

According to the rule above the lecturer cannot evaluate the student knowledge, who has not taken the subject 
(lecture of theory, seminar practice) in the Neptun System, cannot evaluate it in the study period neither in the 
examination period (in the forms of: midterm test, oral or practical report and term mark, colloquium, inetgrated 
or final examination).  

You are able to take and listen a subject in the TEAMS by an individual permmission of the lecturer, but you 
can only participate on that lecture, so you cannot have a signature, grade or term mark of the subject, cannot 
take an examination of the subject, according to the basis of the Section 4, Article 8 § (5) of the Code of Studies 
and Examination (CSE) of the University of Pécs “In case the performance of a student who has not enrolled 
for the subject or enrolled for it without being eligible is evaluated in a lecture or a practical course (eg. due 
to the time periodof the course registration procedure, the hidden course registration ineligibility of the student, 
administrative mistake, etc), the evaluation shall be considered void.” 

In summary, therefore the lecturer cannot test the student’s knowledge with an examination if the student have 
not taken the particular subject in the Neptun System, so the student cannot apply for the examination of the 
subject, cannot add himsef/herself to the namelist of the subject’s examination – without taking the particular 
subject in the Neptun System. 

Please collaborate and acknowledge the above in order to achieve an effective and misunderstanding free 
distance learning. 

 

 Yours faithfully, 

Dr. István ÁGOSTON 

lecturer, dean’s representative 

 


